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“Let us pick up our
books and our pens,
they are the most
powerful weapons.”
Malala Yousafzai
(Find out who she is)
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Year 9 Spring 1 Knowledge Organiser 2021

Homework Timetable
Science has now split into three separate subjects in preparation for the start of your GCSE courses.
This means that to fit in all of your subjects, you will have three subjects to complete from Monday – Thursday.
You should be spending at least an hour each evening (in total) on our homework.
Week starting
4th January

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Signed
Off

Week starting
4th January

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

History

PE

Monday

English

History

PE

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Week starting
11th January

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Signed
Off

Week starting
11th January

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

History

PE

Monday

English

History

PE

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Week starting
18th January

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Signed
Off

Week starting
18th January

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Monday

English

History

PE

Monday

English

History

PE

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Tuesday

Maths

Geography

Art

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Wednesday

Biology

Spanish

Drama

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Thursday

Chemistry

Design & Tech

Music

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Friday

Physics

Comp Sci

Signed
Off

Signed
Off

Signed
Off
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English Year 9 Knowledge Organiser: Love and Relationships

Historical Context:
Queen Elizabeth I – She was queen while Shakespeare was writing, and supported him. Elizabeth I made Protestantism the official
religion of England, which angered many Catholics, and led to much conflict. Shakespeare may be referencing this in ‘Romeo and
Juliet’, with the two warring families.
Patriarchy – patriarchal societies are ones where men are dominant, and have control over women e.g. by choosing who they would
marry.
Nurses – employed by wealthy families to feed and care for their children.
The Humours – Elizabethans believed the body contained four ‘humours’: blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile. The amount you
had of each determined your personality. People with too much phlegm are emotional. People with too much blood are irresponsible
and gluttonous. People with too much yellow bile are violent and vengeful. People with too much black bile are depressed and selfcentred.
Fate - the belief that your life is mapped out for you, or ‘written in the stars’. Many Elizabethans believed God decided your fate, and
that astrology could help you identify your course in life.
Bubonic Plague/Black Death – a plague that killed many people. Sufferers were quarantined in their houses, with a red ‘X’ painted on
the door, and left to die.

Technique
Prologue –
Foreshadow
ing –

Dramatic
irony –
Symbolism –

Definition
sets up the story and
foreshadows events.
when an author drops hints
about what will happen
through language or
symbolism.
when an audience knows
something the characters do
not.
when an image represents an
idea, e.g. light symbolises
happiness, flowers symbolise
youth etc.

Double
meaning –

when a word can be read to
mean two things e.g. ‘grave’=
serious or grave stone.

Personificati
on –

when an object is given
human qualities

Rhyming
Couplets –

two lines next to each other
that rhyme with each other,
often used for dramatic
impact.

Critical Vocabulary
Shakespeare presents the
Montagues and their
supporters as…
Romeo
1. Melancholic – someone
who is prone to moping and
being depressed.
2. Quixotic – extremely
idealistic: unrealistic and
impractical.
3. Ardent – enthusiastic and
passionate.
Benvolio
1. Appeasing- someone who
tries to pacify others.
2. Sincere - honest and
genuine.
3. Stalwart – loyal and
reliable.
Mercutio
1. Anarchic – unruly and
chaotic.
2. Impulsive – someone
who acts on a whim,
without thinking.
3. Precocious – someone
who ‘shows off’ their
intelligence arrogantly.

Shakespeare presents the Capulets
and their supporters as…
Juliet
1. Idealistic – someone who believes
whole-heartedly in something, even
if it is unrealistic.
2. Ingenuous – innocent, naïve and
unworldly.
3. Resolute – someone who has made
their mind up and whose opinion
cannot be changed.
Tybalt
1. Volatile – someone who could
explode at any moment.
2. Tempestuous –someone who is
unpredictable and has many
conflicting emotions.
3. Righteous – someone who believes
what they are doing is morally
justifiable.
Nurse
1. Maternal – motherly.
2. Submissive – will bend to a
dominant authority and ‘do what
3. Uncouth – uncivilised and
uncultured, potentially vulgar.

Plot breakdown
P

The Prologue outlines the main conflict in the play
and warns the audience of the tragic fate of Romeo
and Juliet.

1.1

The Montagues and Capulets fight in the streets of
Verona. Prince Escales swears that any further
fighting will be punished by death.

1.2

Paris asks Lord Capulet about marring his daughter
Juliet. Capulet tells Paris to wait as she is too young.

1.3

Lady Capulet advises Juliet to agree to marry Paris.

1.5

At the Capulet’s masked ball, Romeo sees Juliet and
falls in love with her. They talk, kiss, and fall in love.
As they depart, they learn they are from feuding
families.

2.2

In the balcony scene, Romeo and Juliet fall deeper in
love. They agree to get married.

2.3

Romeo asks Friar Lawrence to marry him and Juliet.
Lawrence agrees, thinking it will unite the warring
families.

2.6

Friar Lawrence marries Romeo and Juliet.

3.1

Montagues and Capulets fight in the streets. Tybalt
kills Mercutio; Romeo kills Tybalt. Prince Escales
decides to banish Romeo from Verona.

3.4

Lord Capulet tells Paris that he can marry Juliet in
three days’ time.

3.5

After their wedding night, Romeo leaves Juliet for the
last time. They have a vision of the other’s death.
After Romeo leaves, Lord Capulet orders Juliet to
marry Paris, threatening to disown her if she
disobeys.

4.1

Friar Lawrence comes up with a plan: Juliet must
pretend to be dead and then escape Verona with
Romeo. She agrees to the plan.

5.3

Romeo does not learn of Friar Lawrence's plan. He
sneaks back into Verona and visits Juliet’s tomb. He
thinks she is dead, and kills himself with poison.
Moments later, Juliet wakes up. She finds Romeo’s
body and kills herself with his dagger. The two
families agree to end their feud.

Year 9 Spring term 1 Foundation Maths
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Rounding

To round a number to express it to a
required degree of accuracy. - this
could be to the nearest 10, 10, 1, or
decimal place.
≈ nearly the correct answer but not
exact.
To estimate is give an approximation
of the actual answer. Typically found
by rounding each number to its first
significant figure.
(sf) significant figures are the number
of digits in an number giving a
required degree of accuracy. E.g.
0.005206=0.00521 to 3 significant
figures.
Definition

Approximate
Estimate

Significant figures

Tier 3 Vocabulary
Decimal

Not a whole number or integer. For
example, 3.6 or 0.235.

Integer

A whole number.

Improper Fraction

A fraction which has a larger
numerator than denominator –
therefore a number bigger than 1
A number expressed as a whole
number and a fraction

Mixed Number
Equivalent Fraction

Denominator

An equivalent fraction is a fraction
with the same value as another e.g. ½
= 2/4 =5/10
The bottom of a fraction.

Numerator

The top number of a fraction

Section B: Key Facts
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Section C
Adding fractions with the same
denominator

+

Higher Maths Spring 1
Topic/Skill

Definition/Tips

Angle Facts

• Angles on a line add up to 180
• Angles at a point add up to 360
• Vertically opposite angles are
equal

Triangles

• Equilateral Triangle has all sides
and angles equal
• Isosceles Triangle has 2 equal
sides and angles
• Scalene triangle has all sides and
angles different.

Angles in a
polygon

Sum of interior angles = 180(n-2)
Sum of exterior angles = 360
One exterior angle (regular) = 360/n

Angles in
Parallel
Lines

• Corresponding angles are equal
• Alternate angles are equal
• Allied/co-interior angles add up to
180

Bearings

•
•
•
•
•

Topic/Skill

Definition/Tips

Translation

Moving a shape horizontally and
vertically
Uses a vector
Top: + right, - left
Bottom: + up, - down

Reflection

Count squares to the line for
each corner and put image at the
same number the other side

Rotation

You need to know:
• Angle
• Direction
• Centre of Rotation
Use tracing paper!

Enlargement

Making a shape bigger or smaller
You need to know:
• Scale Factor
• Centre of Enlargemnt
Use ray lines and multiply the
distance by the scale factor

Line bisector

• Open compasses to over half
the line
• Draw arc above and below
line
• Repeat from other end
• Join the intersections

Angle
bisector

• Point of compass on point of
angle
• Arc on each arm of angle
• Keep compass the same and
do arc in middle from both
intersections
• Join point to intersection

Loci

A locus is the movement of a
point according to a given rule

Plans and
Elevations

Plan is view from above
Elevations are from side and front

Example

Pentagon = 540
Hexagon = 720
…then add 180

Measured from North
Clockwise
3 digits
The angle is measured at “from”
For a “back bearing” add or
subtract 180

Congruent
Triangles

Reasons for congruency:
• All sides same (SSS)
• Two sides and angle between (SAS)
• Two angles and side between (ASA)
• Right angle, hypotenuse, side (RHS)

Triangles are
congruent if they
have been
translated, reflected
or rotated

Rotational
Symmetry

Order of rotational symmetry is the
number of times the shape fits onto
itself in a 3600 turn

Square – order 4
Rhombus – order 2
Kite – order 1

Example

x = … - vertical line
y = … - horizontal line
y = x - diagonal line

GCSE Biology
Section A: Basic Cells key vocabulary
Definition

Prokaryotes

A single-celled organism e.g. bacteria

Nucleus

Contains the genetic information of
the cell

Eukaryotes

Animals and plants are eukaryotes as
they are made of eukaryotic cells

Cytoplasm

Where many chemical reactions
take place in the cell

Cell
membrane

Keeps the cell together and controls
what goes in and out of the cell

Mitochondria

Energy is released here by
respiration

Ribosomes

Where proteins are made

Stem cell

An undifferentiated cell which can
differentiate into many different
types of cell

Specialised cells

A cell which performs a specific
function e.g. nerve cell, sperm cell,
muscle cell

Differentiation

The process by which a cell becomes
specialised for its job
The components within cells e.g.
nucleus, ribosomes etc.

Cell wall

ONLY PLANT CELLS: supports the cell

Cell organelles

Vacuole

ONLY PLANT CELLS: A storage space
filled with sap

Plasmids

Small ring of DNA found in bacteria
cells

Chloroplast

ONLY PLANT CELLS: a green disc that
allows the plant to make food by
photosynthesis

Magnification

To make things look bigger.
Magnification = Image size/real size

Section C: The Microscope

Section F: Specialised cells

Section B: Further Cells vocabulary

Key word

Resolution

Topic 1: Cell structure

The ability to distinguish between 2
points, high resolution gives a sharper
image

Section D: Plant and Animal cell
comparison
Section E: Prokaryotic cell

Section C: Cell Differentiation and Stem
cells

GCSE Chemistry
Section B: Atomic structure

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Atom

The smallest part of an
element that can exist

Compound

Two or more elements
chemically combined in fixed
proportions

Mixture

Two or more elements or
compounds not chemically
combined together

Filtration

A process to separate solids
and liquids

Distillation

A process to separate
substances with different
boiling points by evaporating
and condensing

Chemical reaction

A reaction that involves the
formation of new elements or
compounds

Physical reaction

When a substance changes
state

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Definition

Atomic Number

The number of protons in the
nucleus of an atom. Elements
are arranged in order of
increasing atomic number in
the periodic table

Mass number

The sum of protons and
neutrons in an atom

Topic: Atomic structure and the
8
periodic table
Section C- Development of the atomic model

Plum pudding model- JJ Thomson

Nuclear model- Ernest Rutherford

Filling electron shells
1st shell– Maximum of 2 electrons
2nd shell- Maximum of 8 electrons
3rd shell- Maximum of 8 electrons
Bohr model-Niels Bohr
Particle

Charge

Relative Mass

Protons

+1

1

Neutrons

0

1

Electrons

-1

0.0005

GCSE Physics
Section B: Calculations

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition
Calculate
Describe
Explain

Use numbers given in the question to
work out the answer
Recall some facts, events or process in
an accurate way
Make something clear, or state the
reasons for something happening.

Tier 3 Vocabulary Definition
Kinetic Energy
Store
Gravitational
Potential Energy
Store
Elastic Potential
Energy Store
Chemical Energy
Store
Thermal Energy
Store
Magnetic Energy
Store
Electrostatic
Energy Store
Nuclear Energy
Store
Mechanical
Pathway
Heating Pathway

Anything that is moving.
Anything that has mass and is inside a
gravitational field.
Any object that is being stretched or
squashed (compressed).
Anything that can release energy by a
chemical reaction such as food, fuels
and batteries.
The hotter an object is, the more of
this energy store it has.
Anything magnetic that is interacting
with another magnet.
Anything with electric charge that is
interacting with another electric
charge.
Atomic nuclei have energy that can be
released in nuclear reactions.
A force causes an object to move so
mechanical work is done on the
object.
Energy is transferred from a hotter
object to a colder object.

Radiation Pathway

Energy is given out from a source,
such as light or sound.

Electrical Pathway

The transfers in an electrical circuit
due to charges moving.
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Required Practical: Specific Heat Capacity
Equipment Diagram

Kinetic Energy Store
𝟏
𝒎𝒗𝟐
𝟐
𝐸𝑘 = 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑚𝑠 −1
Gravitational Potential Energy Store
𝑬𝒌 =

𝑬𝒑 = 𝒎𝒈𝒉
𝐸𝑝 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑔 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑠 −2
ℎ = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑚)
Elastic Potential Energy store

𝟏 𝟐
𝒌𝒆
𝟐
𝐸𝑒 = 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑘 = 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝑚−1 )
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑚𝑠 −2
Specific Heat Capacity
∆𝑬 = 𝒎𝒄∆𝜽
∆𝐸 = 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑐 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑦 𝐽𝑘𝑔−1 °𝐶 −1
Efficiency
𝑬𝒆 =

𝒆𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 =

𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒇𝒖𝒍 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒇𝒆𝒓
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒇𝒆𝒓
or

𝒆𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 =

𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒇𝒖𝒍 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕

Efficiency has no unit but can be turned into a
percentage by multiplying by 100.

Method
1. Measure and record the mass of the copper block,
in kg.
2. Place a heater in the larger hole in the block.
Connect the ammeter, power pack and heater in
series.
3. Connect the voltmeter across the power pack.
4. Put a small amount of water in the other hole
using the pipette.
5. Put the thermometer in this hole.
6. Switch the power pack to 12 V and switch it on.
7. Record the ammeter and voltmeter readings.
These shouldn’t change during the experiment.
8. Measure the temperature and switch on the stop
clock.
9. Record the temperature every minute for 10
minutes. Your results table will need three
columns. Note that the time is measured in
seconds, so the column will go 0, 60, 120, etc

HISTORY
Rise of the Nazi’s and the Holocaust
Key Vocabulary
Nazi Party

Dictator
Fuhrer
German Reich

Aryan

Hitler Youth

The National Socialist German Worker’s
Party was a political party active in Germany
between 1920 and 1945
A ruler with total power over a country,
usually has taken control by force
The German word for leader, usually given to
Adolf Hitler
The name given by the Nazi’s to the areas
controlled by Germany under their rule

A race concept popularised in Nazi Germany.
People with blonde hair and blue eyes were
seen as ‘the master race’
Youth organisation in Nazi Germany.
Children were taught to be loyal to the Nazi’s

Gestapo

Hitler’s secret police force

Propaganda

Information used to promote a political
cause or point of view
The name given to Nazi Germany’s genocide
of Jews and other minorities during WW2
The collective name for the Jewish religion

Holocaust
Judaism
Anti-Semitism

Prejudice, discrimination or hostility towards
Jewish people because of their religion

Discrimination The unfair treatment of groups of people
based on the idea that they are different
Persecution
Ill-treatment towards someone which lasts
for a long period of time
Stereotype

A widely held belief about something or
someone which is not always true

Scapegoat

Using a person or group of people as an
excuse for something bas which has
happened.
A place in which large numbers of people are
imprisoned with poor facilities. Usually
political prisoners or persecuted people.

Concentration
Camps

Rise of the Nazis and the Holocaust
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Hitler’s Rise to Power Key Knowledge
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Homeless on the streets of Vienna, views Jews as a
scapegoat for his problems
Joined the army
Won the Iron Cross for bravery in the First World
War
Germany surrender and Hitler feels stabbed in the
back by the people in charge
Works as an intelligence agent after the war spying
on the German Workers Party
Hitler joins the German Workers Party and gains
popularity with its members
Hitler becomes leader of the German Workers Party
and they become known as the Nazis
Hitler’s speeches and criticism of government
attract attention and support for the Nazi party

Key Dates
1889

Hitler is born in Austria

1914

Start of the First World War

1918
1919

Armistice signed to mark the end of
fighting in the First World War
Treaty of Versailles is signed

1919

Hitler joins the German Workers Party

1920

Hitler becomes leader of the German
Workers Party and renames it. The Nazi
party is born.
Nuremberg Laws announced in Germany

Types of Jewish Persecution
Anti-Jewish Riots – Protests and violent demonstrations
against Jewish people living in Germany.
Reich Citizenship Law – A law passed which prevented
Jewish people from being citizens of Germany.
Kristallnacht – Destruction of Jewish businesses in
Germany. Also known as the night of broken glass.
Nuremberg Laws – A set of laws passed so that Jews
stood out in German society and couldn’t mix with other
Germans.
Ghettoes – Blocked off areas of cities where Jewish
people were forced to live.
Wannsee Conference – A meeting between high ranking
Nazi officials to decide what to do with the Jews living
under German control.
Final Solution – The decision taken to send all Jews to
death camps and remove them completely from Nazi
Germany. Nearly 6 millions Jews were killed as a result.

1935
1938
1939
1942
1945

Kristallnacht (The Night of Broken Glass)
Germany invade Poland and World War
Two begins
Wannsee Conference and Final Solution
Auschwitz liberated and end of World
War Two

Geography – What is development?
Quality of life

Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)

the total value of all the products
and
services produced by a country in a year.

Human
Development
Index (HDI)

A measure of development taking into account
health, education and GDP.

Primary
employment

Collecting raw materials from the land and sea,
e.g. farming, forestry, mining, fishing.

Secondary
employment

Manufacturing raw materials into products, e.g.
furniture, cars, TVs, washing machines.

Tertiary
employment

Providing services to businesses and people,
e.g. retailing, drivers, nurses, accountants,
lawyers, bar staff, receptionist.

Quaternary
employment

Using technology to provide information and
expertise, e.g. research and development,
aerospace,

Population
density

The average number of people per square
kilometer

Top-down
development

A large scale project funded by the government
or TNC with little or no involvement of the local
communities

Bottom up
development

A small scale project funded by NGOs and locals

Contraception

Anything that prevents a woman from getting
pregnant

Section C: Africa

Section B: Key Information

Section A: Key Terms
all the factors that affect a person’s general
well-being and happiness.

1. Factors affecting development

•
•
2. Changing employment structures graph

•

•
•
•

•

Fertility rates

The average number of children a woman has

Birth rates

The number of births per every 1000 women

3. Barriers to development
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corruption/poor management
Overpopulation
Climate
Natural Hazards
Trade
Access to natural resources

•
•
•

There are 54 countries and one “non-self
governing territory”, the Western Sahara, in
Africa.
All of Africa was colonized by foreign
powers during the “scramble for Africa”, except
Ethiopia and Liberia.
Africa is the second most populous continent
with about 1.1 billion people or 16% of the
world’s population. Over 50% of Africans are
under the age of 25.
The continent’s population will more than double
to 2.3 billion people by 2050.
Africa is the world’s poorest and most
underdeveloped continent with a continental
GDP that accounts for just 2.4% of global GDP.
Almost 40% of adults in Africa are illiterate –
two-thirds are women. Adult literacy rates are
below 50% in Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethiopia,
Guinea, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Sierra Leone and
The Gambia.
Over 25 million people are HIV-positive on the
continent and over 17 million have died of the
disease already.
The Second Congo War claimed over 5.4 million
lives and is the deadliest worldwide conflict since
World War II.
There are fewer people with internet connections
in Africa than there are in just New York City.
Approximately 90% of all cases of malaria
worldwide occur in Africa, accounting for 24% of
all child deaths in sub-Saharan Africa.

SPANISH – Careers
Section A – A trabajar

Section B – ¿Qué haces?

¿En qué trabajas? = What’s your job?
Trabajo en… = I work in
Trabaja como = he/she works as
Un estadio = a stadium Un hotel = a hotel
Un instituto = a school
Un jardín = a garden Una clínica = a clinic
Un restaurante = a restaurant
Una peluquería = a hairdressers
Soy… = I am
Es… = He/she is
Abogado/a = a lawyer
Actor/actriz = an actor/actress
Azafata = an air steward
Camarero/a = a waiter/waitress
Cantante = a Singer
Carpintero/a = a carpinter
Cocinero/a = a chef
Comerciante = a businessman/woman
Conductor/a = a driver
Dentista = a dentist
Dependiente/a = a shop assistant
Director/a = a director
Diseñador/a = a desiner
Enfermero/a = a nurse
Futbolista = a footballer
Ingeniero/a = an engineer
Jardinero/a = a gardener
Mecánico/a = a mecanic
Médico/a = a doctor
Peluquero/a = a hairdresser
Periodista = a journalist
Profesor/a = a teacher
Recepcionista = a receptionist
Soldado = a soldier

Tengo que = I have to
Debo = I must
Hay que/Es necesario = it’s necessary
Lavar coches = wash cars Vender = sell
Repartir periódicos = deliver newspapers
Trabajar como… = to work as…
Coger el autobús = take the bus
Contar historias = tell stories
Cortar pelo = cut hair Limpiar = clean
Cuidar a niños = look after children
Ir bien vestido/a = go well dressed
Levantarme temprano = get up early
Rellenar estanterías = stack shelves
Ser amable/puntual = be kind/on time
Servir comida = serve food
Utilizar el ordenador = use the computer
Es necesario que sea = It’s necessary that I’m

Section D – CV
A los…años = A the age of…
Cuando tenía…años = When I was…years
old
Encontré = I found Empecé a = I started
Dejé de = I stopped Estudié = I studied
Gané = I won Trabajé = I worked
En mil novecientos noventa = In 1990
En mil novecientos noventa y tres = In
1993
En dos mil doce = In 2012
Nombre = name Apellido = surname
Edad = Age
Educación = education
Experiencia laboral = Work experience
Idiomas = Languages
Pasatiempos = hobbies

Section C – ¿Te gustaría usar español en tu trabajo ideal? Would you like to
use Spanish in your ideal job?
 Sí, en el
futuro me
gustaría trabajar
como ________
y… = Yes, in the
future I would
like to work
as____ and…

…me gustaría comunicarme en español. = I’d like to
comunícate in Spanish
…sería necesario hablar español (con los clientes/los
niños/las turistas). = it would be necessary to speak
Spanish (with customer/children/tourists)
…quiero ganar mucho dinero. = I want to earn lots of
money
…tengo la intención de trabajar en el extranjero. = I
intend on working abroad

 No, en el
futuro me
gustaría trabajar
como ______ y…
= No, in the
future I would
like to work
as____ and…

…no sería
necesario
hablar
español. = it
would not
be necessary
to speak
Spanish

pero =
but

Section E – Si clauses
Si… = If…
…tengo éxito = I’m successful
…trabajo mucho = I work hard
…estudio = I study
…apruebo mis exámenes = I pass my
exams
…practico más = I practise more
Voy a… = I’m going to…
…encontrar trabajo = get a job
…ir a la universidad = go to uni
…seguir estudiando = continue studying
…tener una familia = have a family
…tomarme un año sabático = take a gap
year
…trabajar como voluntario/a = volunteer

…sería útil hablar español
para mis vacaciones. = it
would be useful to speak
Spanish for my holidays
…quiero seguir estudiando
español porque me gusta. =
I want to continue studying
Spanish because I like it

Section F – Mi trabajo ideal
To make a verb conditional
(would) you take the infinitive
verb (AR, ER or IR ending) and
add the letters ía to the end
which mean ‘I/it would’.
Mi trabajo ideal = My ideal job
Sería = I/it would be
Trabajaría = I would work
Quiero = I want to
Pienso = I’m thinking about
Me gustaría = I would like to
Espero = I hope to
Tengo la intención de = I intend
on
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SPANISH – History of Long Eaton
Section A – En Long Eaton

Section B – ¿Dónde está?

Mi ciudad/pueblo se llama… = My
city/town is called…
En mi ciudad/pueblo hay… = In my
city/town there is…
una biblioteca = a library
un cine = a cinema
una discoteca = a club
una tienda = a shop
un polideportivo = a sports centre
un centro comercial = a shopping
centre
un supermercado = a supermarket
un mercado = a market
una estación = a station
un castillo = a castle
una piscina =a swimming pool
un puerto = a port
un aeropuerto = an airport
está = it is (location)
están = they are (location)
enfrente de = opposite
al lado de = next to
entre = between
detrás de = behind
cerca de = near to
a la derecha de = to the right of
a la izquierda de = to the left of
en el centro = in the centre
fuera de = outside
a la esquina = on the corner

¿Dónde está/n? = Where is/are…?
¿Por dónde se va…? How do you get to…?
Estoy perdido/a = I’m lost
por favor = please
gracias = thank you
Tuerce a la derecha/izquierda = turn
right/left
Sigue todo recto = go straight on
Tome la primera/segunda a la derecha =
take the first/second street on the right
Tome la tercera a la izquierda = take the
third street on the left
Cruce la plaza = cross the square
Hasta el semáforo = until the traffic lights
Hasta el final de la calle = until the end of the
road
Section D – Comparisons
Give your opinions a shake up by including a
comparison. Use an adjective where the …
are.
más/menos…que = more/less…than
tan…como = as…as
mejor/peor que = better/worse than
E.g. Mi pueblo es mejor que Badalona
porque es más tranquilo que Badalona. = My
town is better than Badalona because it’s
more quiet/quieter than Badalona.

Section E – Question words
dónde = where qué = what por qué = why cómo = how cuándo = when
cómo es = what’s it like
cuál = which
quién = who
te gusta = do you like

Section C – Imperfect tense
The imperfect tense is used to say what you used to do or what something was
like in the past. Take off the AR, ER
AR
ER/IR
Irregular
or IR from the infinitive
verb and add the following
yo
aba
ía
There are
endings.
only 3
tú
abas
ías
irregular
E.g. Long Eaton era más
imperfect
bonito. = Long Eaton used
él/ella
aba
ía
verbs.
to be more beautiful.
Here
nosotros
abamos
íamos
they are
En Long Eaton había un cine.
in their
= In Long Eaton there used
vosotros
abais
íais
yo form.
to be a cinema.
Jugaba al fútbol en West
Park. = I used to play
football in West Park.

ellos/ellas

Section F – En la fábrica
seguro = safe
peligroso = dangerous
fábrica = factory
atrapar = to trap
pegar = to hit
sentarse = to sit down
llegar = to arrive
levantarse = to get/stand up
trabajar = to work
oler = to smell
demasiada gente = too many
people
sucio = dirty
polvo = dust
Ruidoso = noisy
ropa y zapatos = clothes and shoes

aban

ían

ir = iba
ser = era
ver = veía

Section C – Imperfect tense
The conditional tense is used to say what
you ‘would’ do. You take the infinitive
verb but do not take off the endings.
Instead, add the following endings for each
person. E.g. Comería = I would eat.
There are some
irregular
verbs where
you have to
adapt the
infinitive:
Habría = there
would be
Tendríá = I
would have
Harían = They
would do/make

yo

ía

tú

ías

él/ella

ía

nosotros

íamos

vosotros

íais

ellos/ellas

ían
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PE Knowledge organiser- BADMINTON
Backhand

Doubles

Forehand

Rules and regulations












A game always starts at
love all (0-0)
A game is played up to
21 points; the game
must be won by two
clear points
A game always starts
with a serve from the
right hand box (Even)
The serve must land
beyond your opponents
service line
All serves must be hit
into the diagonal service
box
Whoever wins the point
serves next
You cannot hit the net
with your racket or body

Smash shot
Drop shot
Net shot

Ready position

Serve Singles

Shuttle

Types of grip

Serving/ court area
There are three types of serve: Short/backhand, long, flick
Court area: long and thin for singles, short and wide for
doubles.
Determining where to serve from: If the score is even you
serve in the right box, if the score is odd you serve in the left
box.

Attacking shots




Grip

Key terms
Rally

Defensive shots


Overhead clear (played
to the back of your
opponents court)

Exit routes:

Beeston Valley Badminton Club,
Chilwell Olympia, ByPass road,
Chilwell, Beeston
NG9 5HR

OR play with family and
friends at a local leisure
centre

YEAR 9 Technology and Construction – Spring 1
Door

Semi –
detached

A style of housing where houses are
arranged back to back

Wall

Residential

A construction area which is responsible
for building new housing and renovating
existing housing
A construction sector which is
responsible for building warehouses and
factories
A construction sector which is
responsible for building new shopping
centres and entertainment services
A worker who is reasonable for making
wooden fittings in a house such as doors,
cabinets and skirting boards.
A worker who is responsible for making
more substantial wood features such as
roof joists and staircases.
A worker who lays brickwork and block
work in the building of houses.

Commercial

Carpenter

Joiner

Bricklayer
Plasterer

Architect

Quantity
Surveyor
Civil Engineer

A skilled worker who applies plaster to
external and internal walls to create a
smooth finish
a person who designs buildings and in
many cases also supervises their
construction
a person who calculates the amount of
materials needed for building work, and
how much they will cost
an engineer who designs and maintains
roads, bridges, dams, and similar
structure

Stairs

Toilet

Sink

Two Point
Perspective

Material Costs

Industrial

Window

Maths Formulas

Detached

Loads on a building

A style of housing where the dwellings
are arranged in long row all joined
together.
A style of housing where houses are
placed individually in their own space.

Terraced

Section C: Key Facts

Section B: Key diagrams

Section A: Key Vocabulary
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Standard Bricks =
£0.49 each,
Facing Bricks =
£0.76 each,
Blockwork =
£1.65 each,
Driveway Block paving= £0.36 each,
Doors Firedoor Plain=
£55.00 each
Doors Solid Wood=
£90.00 each
Roof tiles Plain=
£0.32 each,
Roof tiles Slate=
£1.18 each,
Windows – wooden=
£200 each,
Windows – uPVC=
£119 each,
Bathroom suite =
£500 each

£58.80 per square meter
£91.20 per square meter
£7.20 per square meter
£18.00 per square meter

£19.20 per square meter
£70.80 per square meter
£2000 for whole house
£1100 for whole house

Area of a rectangle – Length x Width
Volume of a cuboid = Length x Width x
Height
Area of a circle = Pi x Radius 2

B – What is a Database

COMPUTER SCIENCE
A - Databases Key Terms
Key Word
Database Table
Database Record
Database Field

Definition
Holds information about a collection, ie a group of students
Holds information about a specific item in that collection, eg a
specific student
Holds information about an individual record, eg name

Verification

A method for checking data, by typing the values twice and
comparing the two sets for errors

Validation

A method of checking data, by setting up rules to allow the
computer to check the data as it is typed

Query
SQL
Criteria

A database table is a structure that holds information about a
collection eg: a class of students
A database record holds information about a specific item in the
collection eg: an individual Person
A database field holds information about one particular attribute of
the record eg: the persons Name or Height

A method of searching or sorting data
A standard for making queries
The search term used in queries when searching for records

Userform

A screen used for handling data entry

Report

A tool for printing data to a hard copy

Header

The upper part of a userform or report

Footer

The lower part of a userform or report

To makes changes to
your structure of your
Table in terms of your
Fields or Records, click
on the Design View
button

C – Creating Queries
To make a new Query
1. Select - double-click the fields that you want in
the query and make the selections below
2. Criteria – add the data you want in the field or
use logical operators to be advanced

D – Applications of Databases
Database’s are a key part of today’s society with big data
used everyway in todays world. Sports Clubs and Leisure
centres: These would store data about:
•
Members, players, matches and bookings in their
database.
•
Search for People interested in specific sports.
•
Print reports of who is available for a game or
booked in a sporting session, eg a swim lesson.

Watercolour painting / Georgia O’Keeffe
Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Wet on wet

Watercolour painting technique where
you paint onto paper that is already
wet.- used for blending colours.

Wet on dry

Watercolour painting technique where
you paint over a colour that has already
dried. Used for layering colours.

Dry brushing

Watercolour painting technique where
only a small amount of paint is dragged
over the page by an almost dry brush to
make broken areas of colour.

Wash

A wash is an application of water color
paint thinned with water, laid smoothly
and evenly across the surface. A wash
can be flat, graded, or variegated.

Monochrome

A monochrome or monochromatic
painting is one created using only one
colour, but often using various tones of
the colour.

Tint

A tint is a lighter value of a colour that
is made by adding white.

Shade

A shade is a darker value of a colour
made by adding black.

Shades – Base colour plus black.

Tints – Base colour plus white.
Georgia O’Keefe ‘Red
Poppy’,1927

The stages of painting a sphere.

Georgia O'Keeffe
(November 15, 1887 –
March 6, 1986) was an
American artist. She is best
known for her paintings of
enlarged flowers, New York
skyscrapers, and New
Mexico landscapes.
O'Keeffe has been
recognized as the "Mother
of American modernism".
Georgia O’Keeffe
‘Horse's Skull on
Blue’, 1930

Georgia O’Keeffe ‘Red
Canna’ 1924

The Four Stages of Image
Analysis:
Level 1 Describe - literally
describe the subject.
Level 2 Analyse - formally
describe in terms of line,
colour, values, symmetry,
style (-ism), historical context,
etc…
Level 3 Interpret - assign
meaning to the subject,
what's being expressed, what
it means, symbolizes. (What
is the ‘mood’.)
Level 4 Judge - use all of the
above to form a personal
response to the piece.

DRAMA
Section A-Types of staging
Proscenium Arch -A stage where the
audience sits on one side only. The audience
faces one side of the stage directly, and may
sit at a lower height or in tiered seating. The
frame around the stage is called
the proscenium arch. This helps to define
that imaginary fourth wall in realistic
theatre. The area in front of the arch is the
proscenium, which is in front of the scenery.
An in-the-round stage is positioned at the
centre of the audience. This means that
there’s an audience around the whole stage.
This type of stage creates quite an intimate
atmosphere, and is good for drama that
needs audience involvement. There are
walkways for the performers to reach the
acting area. This kind of staging means that
you have to think carefully about not turning
your back on the audience.
Traverse stage-A stage where the audience
sits on two sides is called a traverse stage.
Again, this type of stage is good for creating
an intimate atmosphere as the audience are
close to the action. It’s an unusual form of
staging but you will often see the format
used for fashion shows.
Section B: The 9 Stage positions
These are the nine stage
positions. These are used
when blocking performances,
so actors are spatially aware
and know where to move on
stage. When thinking about
using your performance
space, there are three things
you should consider:
• the areas of the stage
• the terminology you’ll be
using to refer to the areas
of the stage
• if you’re going to use
different levels

Upstage

Upstage

Upstage

Section C: Lighting vocabulary
Stage lighting can:
• Indicate time or location
• Be used in an abstract or symbolic way to communicate a message
• Be used to direct the audience’s focus towards a particular character or
section of action
• Create mood and atmosphere to enhance a play and the audience’s
experience of it.
Vocabulary
Types of lighting definitions
Has a hard-edged effect, used to light characters or
Spot
elements on the stage. Coloured filters can be used with
this lamp.
Gel
A coloured filter that can be placed on a lantern in front of
a beam of light to change the colour.
Flood
Produces clear wide-angled light, but there’s little control
over the spread of the light. Coloured gels can be used
with this lamp.
A large white drape or screen that is positioned upstage
Cyclorama
and can be lit using floodlights to create a block of colour,
e.g. to represent the sky.
Fresnel
Light with a softer edged effect. It has a diffusing lens in
front of the lamp, which means it is spread evenly across
an area. It's useful for good overall light when used with
others. Coloured gels can be used with this lamp.
A metal template positioned in front of a beam of light to
Gobo
create shapes of light on stage, e.g. a window frame or
tree.
Profile spot
A tight beam of light that can be used to highlight an area
on stage.
A light that is used as part of the set design, e.g. a desk
Practical
lamp or torch
A flashing light, used for special effects. It’s often used to
Strobe
give the effect of old movies. It produces a jerky effect on
the movements of actors when used on its own.

Section D: Staging vocabulary
Fourth wall

The fourth wall is a an invisible,
imagined wall which separates
actors from the audience.

Blocking

Is the process of placing
performers in a specific space on
the stage.

Spatial
awareness

Helps an actor to move efficiently
and effectively on stage knowing
the whereabouts of other actors,
sets, props, the limits of the stage
and lighting as well as maintaining
their movements within the same
proportion of the stage even when
the size of the stage changes in
different venues.

Proxemics

The distance between performers
on stage and how this shows the
relationship between characters.

Position
and
direction

Is used to help keep track of how
performers move during rehearsal
and performance. There are 9
stage positions altogether.

Split staging Dividing the acting area into more
than one space e.g. an office and
the factory floor.
Levels

Using different heights onstage.
This can be used to suggest status meaning the power or authority
one character has over another. It's
important to consider what the use
of levels suggests when staging a
scene. Levels can also be used to
suggest various locations.

Section C: Types of lighting
Flood light

Downstage

Downstage

Downstage

Spotlight

Fresnel

Strobe

Cyclorama

Effect of a Gobo

MUSIC
Section A: Basic Terms

Body percussion

Percussion sounds are produced when a player hits, scrapes, rubs or shakes an instrument to produce vibrations. The
same techniques can be applied to the human body. Additionally, the body has other unique possibilities including the use
of inhaled or exhaled air and vocal sounds

Rhythm

The length of notes; e.g. described in basic terms as short or long

Metre

The number of beats in a bar; also known as the time signature

Tempo

The speed of a piece of music; e.g. described in basic terms as fast or slow

Section B: Note Lengths

Section C: Rest Lengths

Section D: Metre

2 crotchet
beats per bar

3 crotchet
beats per bar

4 crotchet
beats per bar

Section D: Tempo

Allegro = fast

Vivace = lively

Andante = at a walking pace

Moderato = medium tempo

Adagio = slow

Largo = very slow and stately

BPM = Beats per minute

Accelerando = getting quicker

Ritardando/rallentando = getting
slower
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